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Re: Meeting request - bundar Pichai, CEO of Google and Alphabet

Dear
Thank you very much for your positive reply!
We will get back to you as soon as possible with a confirmation of date and time.
Please do not hesitate to reach out in the meantime with any questions you might have.
Thanks again and wishing everyone a restful weekend,

Brussels

On Fri, Oct 23, 2020 at 8:18 PM
@ec.europa.eu> wrote:
Dear
|,
We’ll be happy to organise the follow up call between Simdar Pichai and commissioner Breton on the
topics you indicate.
He could be already available on 5/11 between 17h-19.
Otherwise, in the week you propose we can offer 11/11 between 17h-19 or 12/11 between 17h-19.
Could you please check on your end if any of those slots work?
Thanks and have a good weekend

"
"<
@google.com>
Date: Tuesday, 13 October 2020 at 10:10:31
To: "
(CAB-BRETON)"
@ec.eiuOpa.eu>,1
BRETON)" <
@ec.europa.eu>
Cc: "CAB BRETON CONTACT" <
(Sec.eim
:. europa .eu>.1
@google.com>. "
@google.com>
Subject: Meeting request - Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google and Alphabet
From:

Dear

(CAB-

, dear all,

I hope this email finds you well.
Please allow me to reach out to request Commissioner Breton's availability to meet with
Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google and Alphabet.
1

Following up on their conversations from March and April, Sundar would be delighted to join a
video-call with Commissioner Breton to continue their discussion about Google's efforts to
address the COVID-19 pandemic, and also exchange views on the upcoming Digital Services Act
package and other relevant topics of the Commissioner's interest.
Would you please help us check the interest and availability of Commissioner Breton for a
meeting anytime in November, starting from the week of November 9, at his convenience?
Given that Sundar is based in California, we would appreciate it if the video-call could take place
later in the day (after 5pm CET).
Thank you in advance for considering our request. Please let me know if you have any questions
or require any additional information.
Kind regards,

Google |

I Brussels
@gooale.com
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